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Abstract

Vines [19, 3] are reviewed. We prove that the product of 1 minus the square of partial
correlations on a vine equals the determinant of the correlation matrix. This is used in learning
vines. In model learning we are interested in models incorporating maximal (conditional)
independence with minimal disturbance. This leads us to search for regular vines whose
associated factorization of the determinant is dominant in the sense of majorization. We
compare this with the method of independence graphs [21].

1 Introduction

This paper explores the use of vines [19, 3] in graphical modelling. Sampling algorithms for con-
ditional rank correlation vines are presented in section 3. We prove that when partial correlations
are assigned to the nodes of a regular vine, then the product of 1 minus the square partial corre-
lations equals the determinant of the correlation matrix. Hence a regular vine can be viewed as a
factorization of the determinant. In model learning we are interested in models that incorporate
maximal (conditional) independence with minimal disturbance. This leads us to search for regular
vines whose associated factorization is dominant in the sense of majorization. Setting small mag-
nitude partial correlations equal to zero thus minimally perturbs the determinant. We compare
this with the method of independence graphs [21]. An example from European weather stations
illustrates that the vine-based approach can exhibit good performance.

2 Vines - Basic definitions

Graphical models called vines were introduced in [19, 3]. A vine V(n) on n variables is a nested set
of trees V(n) = (T1, ..., Tn−1) where the edges of tree j are the nodes of tree j + 1, j = 1, ..., n− 2
and each tree has the maximum number of edges. A regular vine on n variables is a vine in which
two edges in tree j are joined by an edge in tree j + 1 only if these edges share a common node,
j = 1, ..., n− 2. The formal definitions follow.

Definition 2.1 (Tree) T = (N,E) is a tree with nodes N and edges E if E is a subset of
unordered pairs of N with no cycle. Moreover, for any a, b ∈ N there exists a sequence c1, ..., ck

of elements of N such that

{a, c1} ∈ E, {c1, c2} ∈ E, . . . , {ck, b} ∈ E.

Definition 2.2 (Regular vine) V is a regular vine on n elements if

1. V(n) = (T1, . . . , Tn−1),

2. T1 is a tree with nodes N1 = {1, . . . , n}, and edges E1;
for i = 2, . . . , n− 1 Ti is a tree with nodes Ni = Ei−1.

3. (proximity) for i = 2, . . . , n − 1, {a, b} ∈ Ei, #a4b = 2 where 4 denotes the symmetric
difference and #A denotes the number of elements in set A.
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A regular vine is called a canonical vine if each tree Ti has a unique node of degree1 n − i,
hence has maximum degree. A regular vine is called a D-vine if all nodes in T1 have degree not
higher than 2 (see Figure 1). There are n(n−1)/2 edges in a regular vine on n variables. An edge
in tree Tj is an unordered pair of nodes of Tj , or equivalently, an unordered pair of edges of Tj−1.
By definition, the order of an edge in tree Tj is j − 1, j = 1, ..., n− 1. Equivalently the order of a
node in Tj is j.

A regular vine is just a way of identifying a set of conditional bivariate constraints. The
conditional bivariate constraint associated with each edge are determined as follows: the variables
reachable from a given edge via the membership relation are called the constraint set of that edge.
When two edges are joined by an edge of the next tree, the intersection of the respective constraint
sets are the conditioning variables, and the symmetric differences of the constraint sets are the
conditioned variables. The order of an edge, or equivalently of a node, is the cardinality of its
conditioning set.

Definition 2.3 (Conditioning, conditioned and constraint sets)

1. For j ∈ Ei, i ≤ n− 1 the subset Uj(k) of Ei−k = Ni−k+1, defined by Uj(k) = {e | ∃ ei−(k−1) ∈
ei−(k−2) ∈ . . . ∈ j, e ∈ ei−(k−1)}, is called the k-fold union
U∗

j = Uj(i) is the complete union of j, that is, the subset of {1, . . . , n} consisting of
m−descendants of j.
If a ∈ N1 then U∗

a = ∅.
Uj(1) = {j1, j2} = j.
By definition we write Uj(0) = {j}.

2. The constraint set associated with e ∈ Ei is U∗
e .

3. For i = 1, . . . , n− 1, e ∈ Ei, e = {j, k}, the conditioning set associated with e is

De = U∗
j ∩ U∗

k

and the conditioned set associated with e is

{Ce,j , Ce,k} = U∗
j 4U∗

k = {U∗
j \De, U∗

k \De}.

The order of node e is #De.

Note that for e ∈ E1, the conditioning set is empty.
For e ∈ Ei, i ≤ n− 1, e = {j, k} we have U∗

e = U∗
j ∪ U∗

k .

We use the D-vine in Figure 1 to illustrate Definition 2.3.
We get

T1 = (N1, E1), N1 = {1, 2, 3, 4},
E1 = {(1, 2); (2, 3); (3, 4)};

T2 = (N2, E2), N2 = E1,

E2 = {((1, 2), (2, 3)) ; ((2, 3), (3, 4))};
T3 = (N3, E3) N3 = E2,

E3 = {(((1, 2), (2, 3)), ((2, 3), (3, 4)))};

The complete union of j = {1, 2} is U∗
j = {1, 2}, and for k = {2, 3}, U∗

k = {2, 3}. Hence the
conditioning set of the edge e = {{1, 2}, {2, 3}} in T2 is De = U∗

j ∩U∗
k = {1, 2}∩{2, 3} = {2}. The

1The degree of the node a ∈ N is the number of edges attached to a.
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conditioned set consists of Ce,j = U∗
j \De = {1, 2}\{2} = {1} and Ce,k = U∗

k \De = {2, 3}\{2} =
{3}. Hence the conditioned set of e = ((1, 2), (2, 3)) is {1, 3} and the conditioning set {2}. The
conditioning and conditioned sets of the single edge in T3 in the D-vine in Figure 1 are {2, 3} and
{1, 4}, respectively.
The following proposition is proved in [3, 13]:

Proposition 2.1 Let V(n) = (T1, ...Tn−1) be a regular vine, then

1. the number of edges is n(n−1)
2 ,

2. each conditioned set is a doubleton, each pair of variables occurs exactly once as a conditioned
set,

3. if two edges have the same conditioning set, then they are the same edge,

4. if e ∈ Ei, i = 1, . . . n− 1, then #De = i− 1.

The results in this paper require in addition:

Proposition 2.2 For any node e of order k > 0 in a regular vine, if variable i is a member of
the conditioned set of e, then i is a member of the conditioned set of exactly one of the m-children
of e, and the conditioning set of an m-child of e is a subset of the conditioning set of e.

Proof. If the conditioning set of an m-child of e is vacuous, the proposition is trivially true, we
therefore assume k > 1. Let e = {a, b}, where a, b are nodes of order k− 1. By regularity we may
write a = {a1, d}, b = {b1, d} where a1, b1, d are nodes of order k−2. Let Cx denote the constraint
set of node x, we write Ce = Ca ∪ Cb. By assumption, i ∈ Ca4Cb. Suppose i ∈ Ca, then i /∈ Cb.
Ca = Ca1 ∪ Cd, and since Cd ⊆ Cb and i /∈ Cb, we have i /∈ Cd. It follows that i ∈ Ca14Cd;
that is, i is in the conditioned set of a. Since the conditioning set of a is Ca1 ∩ Cd ⊆ Cb, we have
Ca1 ∩ Cd ⊆ Ca ∩ Cb; that is, the conditioning set of a is a subset of the conditioning set of e.2

When vines are used to specify a distribution and design a sampling procedure, the bivariate
constraints must be associated with conditional bivariate distributions. This is the subject of
the next section. When learning a model from data, it is convenient to think of these bivariate
constraints in terms of second moment structures.

3 Sampling vines

We assume that variables X1, X2, ..., Xn are uniform on (0, 1). Each edge in a regular vine may
be associated with a conditional copula, that is, a conditional bivariate distribution with uniform
margins (for j=1 the conditions are vacuous). It is convenient to specify the conditional bivariate
copulae by first assigning a constant conditional rank correlation to each edge of the vine. For
i = 1, . . . , n−1, with e ∈ Ei and {j, k} the conditioned variables of e, De the conditioning variables
of e, we associate

rj,k|De
.

The resulting structure is called a conditional rank correlation vine. Given a conditional rank
correlation vine, we choose a class of copulae indexed by correlation coefficients in the interval
[−1, 1] and select the copulae with correlation corresponding to the conditional rank correlation
assigned to the edge of the vine. A joint distribution satisfying the vine-copula specification can
be constructed and sampled on the fly, and will preserve maximum entropy properties of the
conditional bivariate distributions [19, 2].

The conditional rank correlation vine plus copula determines the whole joint distribution.
When the choice of copula is unrestricted, there are two strategies for sampling such a distribution,
which we term the cumulative and density approaches 2.

2If we choose the’‘joint normal copula’ then a simpler sampling strategy exists
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Figure 1: D-vine (left) and canonical vine (right) on 4 variables with (conditional) rank correlations
assigned to the edges.

3.1 Cumulative approach

We first illustrate the cumulative approach with the distribution specified by the D-vine in Figure
1: Sample four independent variables distributed uniformly on interval [0,1], U1, U2, U3, U4 and
calculate values of correlated variables X1, X2, X3, X4 as follows:

1. x1 = u1,

2. x2 = F−1
r12;x1

(u2),

3. x3 = F−1
r23;x2

(
F−1

r13|2;Fr12;x2 (x1)
(u3)

)
,

4. x4 = F−1
r34;x3

(
F−1

r24|3;Fr23;x3 (x2)

(
F−1

r14|23;Fr13|2;Fr23;x2 (x3)(Fr12;x2 (x1))
(u4)

))

where Frij|k;Xi(Xj) denotes the cumulative distribution function for Xj , applied to Xj , given Xi

under the conditional copula with correlation rij|k. Notice that the D-vine sampling procedure
uses conditional and inverse conditional distribution functions. A more general form of the above
procedure simply refers to conditional cumulative distribution functions:

x1 = u1,
x2 = F−1

2|1:x1
(u2),

x3 = F−1
3|2:x2

(
F−1

3|12:F1|2(x1)
(u3)

)
,

x4 = F−1
4|3:x3

(
F−1

4|23:F2|3(x2)

(
F−1

4|123:F1|23(x1)
(u4)

))
.

(1)

Figure 2 depicts the sampling of X4 in the D-vine in Figure 1. In the sampling procedure the di-
agonal band copula [5] was used. We assume that we have already sampled X1, X2 and X3. Hence
the values x3, F2|3 and F1|23 are known. Conditionalizing the copulae with correlations r23, r24|3
and r14|23 on x3, F2|3 and F1|23, respectively one can find conditional cumulative distributions
F4|3, F4|23 and F4|123. Inverting value of u4 with F4|123 we obtain value of F4|23, then this value is
inverted using F4|23 to get the value of F4|3. Finally x4 is calculated by inverting F4|3.
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Figure 2: Sampling value of X4 in the D-vine on four variables.

A general cumulative sampling algorithm for an n-dimensional distribution represented graphically
by the D- vine on n variables is given as follows

x1 = u1,
x2 = F−1

2|1:x1
(u2),

x3 = F−1
3|2:x2

(
F−1

3|12:F1|2(x1)
(u3)

)
,

x4 = F−1
4|3:x3

(
F−1

4|23:F2|3(x2)

(
F−1

4|123:F1|23(x1)
(u4)

))
,

x5 = F−1
5|4:x4

(
F−1

5|34:F3|4(x3)

(
F−1

5|234:F2|34(x2)

(
F−1

5|1234:F1|234(x1)
(u5)

)))
,

. . .

xn = F−1
n|n−1:xn−1

(
F−1

n|n−2,n−1:Fn−2|n−1(xn−2)

(
F−1

n|n−3,n−2,n−1:Fn−3|n−2,n−1(xn−3)
(. . .(

F−1
n|1...n−1:F1|2...n−1(x1)

(un)
)

. . .
)))

;

(2)

When the bivariate distributions are indexed by conditional rank correlations, the correlations
to be specified are

r12, r13|2, r14|23, r15|234, . . . r1,n−1|2...n−2, r1,n|2...n−1,
r23, r24|3, r25|34, . . . r2,n−1|3...n−2, r2,n|3...n−1,

r34, r35|4, . . . r3,n−1|4...n−2, r3,n|4...n−1,
. . .

rn−2,n−1, rn−2,n|n−1,
rn−1,n,

(3)

Notice that the conditional rank correlations can be chosen arbitrarily in the interval [−1, 1]; they
need not be positive definite or satisfy any further algebraic constraint.

3.2 Density approach sampling

When the vine-copula distribution is given as a density, the density approach to sampling may be
used. If Em is the edge set for tree Tm, and for e ∈ Em with conditioning set De, let cij|De

be the
copula density associated with e, then the density for a distribution specified by the assignment
of copulae to the edges of V(n) is given by [2]:

n−1∏
m=1

∏

e∈Em

cij|De
(Fi|De

(xi), Fj|De
(xj))f1(x1) . . . fn(xn) =

n−1∏
m=1

∏

e∈Em

cij|De
(Fi|De

(xi), Fj|De
(xj)) (4)
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where, by uniformity, the density fi(xi) = 1.
This expression may be used to sample the vine distribution; namely, draw a large number

of samples (x1, . . . , xn) uniformly, and then resample these with probability proportional to (4).
This is less efficient than the general sampling algorithm given previously; however it may be more
convenient for conditionalization.

4 Model Learning

We consider a situation in which we have data from a multivariate distribution on n variables.
We wish to find an appropriate model structure based on this data. We assume that the data is
not sufficiently rich to allow estimates of conditional bivariate distributions, rather our inferences
will be based on the empirical univariate distributions and the empirical covariance matrix. We
assume that the univariate distributions are empirical samples of the uniform [0, 1] distribution.

We shall approach model learning as a problem of inferring a model with certain desirable
properties from data. We first review the theory of independence graphs in this regard, as this
provides a point of departure for the problem of vine inference. We shall associate nodes in a
regular vine with partial correlations; partial correlation ρij;K may be associated with a node in a
regular vine if K is the conditioning set, and {i, j} the conditioned set of the node. The result of
such an association is a partial correlation vine.

Partial correlation can be defined in terms of partial regression coefficients. Let us consider vari-
ables Xi with zero mean and standard deviations σi, i = 1, . . . , n. Let the numbers b12;3,...,n, . . . ,
b1n;2,...,n−1 minimize

E
(
(X1 − b12;3,...,nX2 − . . .− b1n;2,...,n−1Xn)2

)
.

Definition 4.1 (Partial correlation)

ρ12;3,...,n = sgn(b12;3,...,n) (b12;3,...,nb21;3,...,n)
1
2 , etc.

Equivalently we could define the partial correlation as

ρ12;3,...,n =
C12√

C11C22

,

where Ci,j denotes the (i, j)th cofactor of the correlation matrix.
The partial correlation ρ12;3,...,n can be interpreted as the correlation between the orthogonal pro-
jections of X1 and X2 on the plane orthogonal to the space spanned by X3, . . . , Xn.

Partial correlations can be computed from correlations with the following recursive formula
[22]:

ρ12;3,...,n =
ρ12;3,...,n−1 − ρ1n;3,...,n−1 · ρ2n;3,...,n−1√

1− ρ2
1n;3,...,n−1

√
1− ρ2

2n;3,...,n−1

. (5)

The main fact about partial correlation specification on vines is given in [3]:

Theorem 4.1 For any regular vine on n variables, any assignment of values in the interval (−1, 1)
to the partial correlations associated with the edges of the vine defines a unique correlation matrix
and every correlation matrix with rank n arises in this way.

In other words, a partial correlation vine fully characterizes the correlation structure of the
joint distribution and the values of the partial correlations are algebraically independent. Unlike
the values in a correlation matrix, the partial correlations in a regular vine need not satisfy an
algebraic constraint like positive definiteness.
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It is well known that for the joint normal distribution, partial and conditional correlation
coincide. This is not true in general. The degree to which constant conditional rank correlations
approximate partial correlations depends strongly on the choice of copula [14].

The approach in this section is inspired by that of [1, 12] and especially [21], which we briefly
review.

4.1 Inference with Independence graphs

In [21] the problem of model inference is cast as a problem of identifying conditional independence.
The joint distribution of variables 1, ..., n is assumed to be joint normal. The approach is sketched
as follows:

1. Estimate the variance V by the sample variance matrix S.

2. Compute its inverse S−1, re-scale this inverse so that the diagonal entries are 1; the off-
diagonal cell {i, j} contains the negative of the partial correlation of i, j with respect to all
remaining variables K.

3. Set any sufficiently small partial correlations in S−1 equal to zero; call the resulting matrix
P ∗3.

4. Find a positive definite matrix P ‘as close as possible’ to P ∗; the zero’s of P correspond
correspond to pairs of variables which are modelled as conditionally independent given all
other variables.

The procedure for finding the positive definite matrix P uses iterative proportional fitting,
and relies heavily on the properties of the joint normal distribution. P and P ∗ have the same
zeros. Goodness of fit tests are available to determine whether P−1 is ‘close enough’ to the original
sample variance S.

The resulting structure is expressed as an ‘independence graph’. Starting with the saturated
undirected graph over all variables, edges between variables are removed if the partial correlation
of these variables, given the remaining variables, is zero. The remaining edges connect variables
having an interaction in the inferred model.

4.2 Vine Inference

In analogy with the independence graph method, we look for a partial correlation vine which con-
tains as many zero’s as possible while remaining as close as possible to the empirical distribution.
This approach utilizes properties of vines and the partial correlations vines that are developed
below. A strategy for vine inference is then suggested.

Partial correlation vines The following theorem uses the multiple correlation [11]:

Definition 4.2 (Multiple correlation) The multiple correlation R1{2,...,n} of variable 1 with
respect to 2, ..., n is

R1{2,...,n} =
D

C11

where D is the determinant of the correlation matrix. It is the correlation between 1 and the best
linear predictor of 1 based on 2, ..., n.

3The process of removing links corresponding to small partial correlations can be carried out sequentially. After
each removal the correlation matrix and partial correlations are updated. The decision to remove a link is based on
the (a) ‘edge exclusion-’ and (b) ‘edge inclusion-deviance’. These are entropy based measures that reflect (a) the
additional disturbance of the original distribution caused by removing an additional edge and (b) the reduction in
disturbance achieved by restoring previously removed edge. The process stops when the minimum edge exclusion
deviance is much bigger then the maximum edge inclusion deviance.
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R1{2,...,n} is non negative and satisfies:

1−R2
1{2,...,n} = (1− ρ2

1,n)(1− ρ2
1,n−1;n)(1− ρ2

1,n−2;n−1,n)...(1− ρ2
1,2;3...n). (6)

It follows from ([11] p. 324), that R1{2,...,n} is invariant under permutation of {2, ..., n} and

D =
(
1−R2

1{2,...,n}
)(

1−R2
2{3,...,n}

)
...

(
1−R2

n−1{n}
)

; (7)

Of course Rn−1{n} = ρn−1,n.

Theorem 4.2 Let D be the determinant of the correlation matrix of variables 1, ..., n; D > 0.
For any partial correlation vine;

D =
∏

{i,j}
(1− ρ2

i,j;K(ij)) (8)

where K(ij) is the conditioning set of the node whose conditioned variables are {i, j}, and the
product is taken over all nodes in the vine.

Proof. Re-indexing if necessary, let {1, 2|3, ..., n} denote the constraint of the single node of
topmost tree Tn−1. Collect all m-descendants of this node containing variable 1. By proposition
2.2; 1 occurs only in the conditioned sets of the m-descendant nodes, and the conditioning set of
an m-child is a subset of the conditioning set of its m-parent. By lemma 2.1 variable 1 occurs
exactly once with every other variable in the conditioned set of some node. Re-indexing {2, ..n}
if necessary, we may write the constraints of the m-descendants containing 1 of the top node as

{1, 2|3, ..., n}, {1, 3|4, ..., n}, ...{1, n− 1|n}, {1, n}.

The partial correlations associated with these m-descendant nodes are

ρ1,2;3,...,n, ρ1,3;4,...,n, ...ρ1,n−1;n, ρ1,n.

and are exactly the terms occurring in (6); hence we may replace the terms in the product on
the right hand side of (8) containing these partial correlations by 1− R2

1{2,...,n}. Note that (6) is
invariant under permutation of {2, ..., n}. Remove variable 1 and nodes containing 1; these are
just the nodes whose constraints are given above. We obtain the subvine over variables {2, ..., n}.
By proposition 2.2; 2 is in the conditioned set of the top node of this subvine. We apply the same
argument re-indexing {3, ..., n} if necessary. With this re-indexing, we may replace the product of
terms in (8)

(1− ρ2
2,3;4,...,n), (1− ρ2

2,4;5,...,n), ...(1− ρ2
2,n).

by 1−R2
2{3,...,n}. Proceeding in this way we obtain (7).2

Thus a partial correlation vine represents a factorization of the determinant of the correlation
matrix. Following the approach of [21], we would like to change partial correlations to zero while
disturbing the empirical partial correlation vine as little as possible. In this case, however, we
can first choose the partial correlation vine which best lends itself to this purpose. Moreover, by
Theorem 4.1, any such change will be consistent; there is no need for an analogue to the iterative
proportional fitting algorithm in the independence graph method. We write

− log(D) = −
∑

{i,j}
log(1− ρ2

ij;K(ij)) (9)

= −
∑

{i,j}
bij;K(ij) (10)
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with log(1 − ρ2
ij;K(ij)) = bij;K(ij). The terms bij;K(ij) will depend on the regular vine which we

choose to represent the second order structure, however the sum of these terms must satisfy (9).
We seek a partial correlation vine for which the terms bij;K(ij) in (9) are ”as spread out” as
possible. This concept is made precise with the notion of majorization [15].

Definition 4.3 Let x,y ∈ Rn be such that
∑n

i=1 xi =
∑n

i=1 yi; then x majorizes y if for all
k; k = 1, ..., n

k∑

j=1

x(j) ≤
k∑

j=1

y(j) (11)

where x(j) is the increasing arrangement of the components of x, and similarly for y.

In view of (9) the model inference problem may be cast as the problem of finding a regular
vine whose terms bij;K(ij) are non-dominated in the sense of majorization. In that case, setting
those partial correlations equal to zero whose square is smallest will change the determinant as
little as possible. Finding non-dominated solutions may be difficult, but a necessary condition for
non-dominance can be found by maximizing any Schur convex function.

Definition 4.4 A function f : Rk → R is Schur convex if f(x) ≥ f(y) whenever x majorizes y.

Schur convex functions have been studied extensively. A sufficient condition for Schur convexity
is given by [15].

Proposition 4.1 If f : Rk → R may be written as f(x) =
∑

fi(xi) with fi convex, then f is
Schur convex.

Vine Inference Strategy The following strategy for model inference suggests itself:

1. Choose a Schur convex function f : R
n(n−1)

2 → R;

2. Find a partial correlation vine V(n) whose vector bij;K(ij) maximizes f ;

3. Set the partial correlations in V(n) equal to zero for which the terms bij;K(ij) are smallest;

4. Using the sampling distribution for the determinant, verify that the change in the determi-
nant is not statistically significant.

If the joint distribution is normal, then the sampling distribution of the determinant is given
by [6]:

Theorem 4.3 Let X = (X1, ..., XN ) be samples of a n−dimensional normal vector with sample
mean X, variance V and normalized sample variance

S = N−1
N∑

i=1

(Xi −X)(Xi −X)T ,

then

Ndet(S)
det(V )

∼
N∏

i=1

Ti (12)

where {Ti} are independent chi-square distributed variables with N − i + 1 degrees of freedom.

If the distribution is not joint normal, we could estimate the distribution of the determinant
with the bootstrap. Evidently, this strategy depends on the choice of Schur convex function.
Searching the set of all partial correlation vines is not easy; at present heuristic constraints are
required. We may also consider constrained searches, whereby we require that a given partial
correlation be represented in the vine, perhaps with a given value.
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Example We consider an example treated in [4]. We have 8 variables corresponding to weather
monitoring stations in Europe. The original data has a sample correlation matrix




1 .35 .50 .49 .68 .38 .50 .59
1 .79 .69 .12 .64 .62 .49

1 .72 .18 .61 .58 .43
1 .05 .46 .47 .43

1 .33 .51 .71
1 .97 .77

1 .90
1




with determinant D satisfying:
−log(D) = 11.4406.

We wish to ‘add independence’ so as to obtain a new correlation matrix whose determinant D∗

will be larger. Equivalently, −log(D∗) < −log(D). Application of the independence graph method
led to setting 17 of the 28 partial correlations in the scaled inverse covariance matrix equal to zero.
We find in this case −log(D∗) = 10.7763.

To compare this with the vine based approach, we adopt a heuristic search based on maximizing
the Schur convex function

f(x) =
∑

xi ln(xi). (13)

The heuristic works as follows.

1. Choose an ordering of the variables.

2. Start with subvine consisting of variables 1 and 2 in the ordering. For j = 3, . . . , n; find the
subvine extending the current subvine by adjoining variable j + 1, so as to maximize (13).
Store the vine obtained for j = n.

3. Goto 1.

4. Choose the optimal partial correlation vine maximizing (13) among all those stored.

In general it is not feasible to search all permutations; heuristic search methods or Monte Carlo
sampling must be used.

When we set the 17 smallest partial correlations in the optimal vine equal to zero, we find
−log(D∗) = 11.0970, which is closer to the sample value than that found by the independence
graph method. In this sense, the vine method retains the same number of interactions as the
independence graph method, while perturbing the sample distribution less.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 12=0 13;2=0 14;235=0 15;32=0.70 16;235=0 17;235=0 18;2356=0
2 23=0.79 24;53=0 25;3=0 26=0.64 27=0.62 28;6=0
3 34;5=0.72 35=0 36;2=0 37;2=0 38;26=0
4 45=0 46;2351=0 47;2351=0 48;12356=0.49
5 56;23=0 57;23=0.54 58;236=0.78
6 67;12345=0.98 68=0.77
7 78;123456=0.89

Table 1: Partial correlations after setting 17 smallest equal to zero in optimal vine.
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Figure 3: Tree 1 in optimal vine, node 2 has degree 4.

Figure 4: Independence graph from method of [21].

Figure 5: Interaction graph from optimal vine.

Figure 3 shows the first tree in the optimal vine. Note that it is neither a canonical nor D-vine;
node 2 has degree 4. Table 1 shows the matrix of partial correlations, in which the 17 partial
correlations of smallest magnitude have been set equal to zero. Figure 4 shows the independence

11



graph obtained by the method of [21]. Figure 5 uses a similar format to show the 11 significant
interactions from the vine method. We term this an ”interaction graph”; it is not an independence
graph in so far as the partial correlations corresponding to edges may not be conditioned on all
remaining variables.

5 Conclusions

Vines are shown to be a very flexible multivariate dependence model. They enable construction of
a joint distribution by specifying the second order structure that has the same number of degrees
of freedom as in the correlation matrix, without imposing any algebraic constraints. Moreover,
vines can be sampled on the fly with the efficient algorithms presented in this paper. We showed
here how to approach the problem of inferring a vine from the data. Vine’s inference procedure
is in sense similar to the independence graph method. It can perform better then this method
but the calculation cost is very extensive. This procedure must still be optimized in terms of
applicability in large problems.
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